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Background: Why do we need to count?

Problem
Predicting yield has a lot of value, one UK grower 

group lost £1M in two weeks

Predicting timing and yield of strawberries 
extremely difficult; affected by variety and 

environment

Highly perishable crop, can’t be stored for long 
periods

Methods
Currently done by using a combination of:

Historical crop profiles, flower counts, 
meteorological data and ‘sense checking’ by field 

supervisor

These methods are inaccurate: only 7 / 25 growers 
got within 15% from a UK grower group



Background: PhD Research to Date



Adaptation from people: Bayesian Tracker

Problem Statements
Are detections (positional information) enough to track? 

How can we deal with overlapping/heavy occlusion/high density cases?

Is the Bayesian tracker suitable to track small heavily overlapping strawberries?

Frame ! Frame ! + 1



BBC Countryfile – Screen Recording of Strawberry Counting Bayesian (70 Actual Berries)



Bayesian Tracker Formulation
1. Kalman filters with state space 

(", $%, &, $', (, $)) (EKF, UKF, Particle 
filter) of detections and tracks.

2. Nearest neighbour data 
association matrix where n ,, -
contains the pair with the best 
similarity measure from distance 
metric . ,, - of Kalman predictions 
and current detections.

3. Data are considered candidates if 
they fall within gating region and 
95% chi-squared distribution. 
Otherwise new-tracks are created 
from unmatched sequences from 
the data association step falling in 
this region.



Problems with the Bayesian Tracker



Tracking through Re-Identification

To fix these cases we are attempting 
to learn unique re-identifiable features 
for berries over multiple view points.

We can then formulate our cost matrix 
for associating tracks to detections as:

! ", $ = &'( ", $ + 1 − & ',

'( is the distance between predicted 
Kalman states and current detections.
', is the cosine similarity between the 
last "th track re-identification feature 
vectors and $th detection reid features. 



Re-Identification Feature Vectors for People

Simple Idea: Use deep learning to extract unique features individual detections.

Instead of just tracking using image co-ordinates (x, y) track also using a intra-class 
discriminatory feature vector. Good preliminary results on discriminating people even with 

similar appearance. 



DeepSort Formulation

1. Kalman filters with state space 
(", $%, &, $', (, $), ℎ, $+) of detections 
and tracks.

2. Association matrix where n ., /
contains the pair with the best 
similarity measure from distance 
metrics of Kalman predictions and 
current detections.

3. Data are considered candidates if 
they fall within gating region and 95% 
chi-squared distribution of gated eq.5 
Otherwise new-tracks are created 
from unmatched sequences from the 
data association step falling in this 
region and IoU matching cascade.

Eq 5. 0 ., / = 234 ., / + 1 − 2 38



Re-Identification Network
We utilise the Bayesian 3D tracker 

to generate ID data for strawberries 
and prune the generated tracks to 

only allow strong tracks

We train the following network as a 
unsupervised classification problem 

to reidentify each berry.

97.63% Reidentification Rate on 
validation sets containing unseen 
views of each of the 270 different 

berries.



Re-Identification Feature Vectors for Berries



Learning more separable features: Triplet Loss

• Easy triplets: Triplets which have a 
loss of 0
• Hard triplets: Triplets where the 

negative is closer to the anchor 
than the positive, i.e. d(a,n) < 
d(a,p)d(a,n)<d(a,p)
• Semi-hard triplets: Triplets where 

the negative is not closer to the 
anchor than the positive, but 
which still have positive 
loss: d(a,p) < d(a,n) < d(a,p) + 
margin



Re-Identification Feature Vectors for Berries



Open Questions/Future Work



Questions?

Contact: rkirk@lincoln.ac.uk



Dataset Availability, Access and 
Evaluation Methodology

Summer Vision Workshop 2020

Afternoon Session



Strawberry Dataset Availability

Name Object 
Detection

Semantic 
Segmentation

Instance 
Segmentation

Key Point 
Detection

Registered 
Depth

Multi-modal 
(IR, UV etc)

Multiple 
viewpoints

China Complex *

China Simple *

Riseholme 

2018 Simple

*

Riseholme 

2018

*

Norway 2018 *

Riseholme Pico 

Multi-View

*

Riseholme 

2019

*

Challenge paper to be published late 2020 posing these datasets for strawberry detectors (Raymond Kirk, Adrian Salazar).

* Key points provided as approximations of bounding box/segmentation centroids.



Dataset Access Future and Current

All of the current datasets can be obtained from myself 
(rkirk@lincoln.ac.uk) in a compressed format containing the images with 

pre-computed all, training and testing splits in COCO format.

We are in the process of porting everything over to the L-CAS database 
so the data is centralised and accessed on a per-user basis (also contains 

localisation and environment info captured from Thorvald). 

mailto:rkirk@lincoln.ac.uk


COCO Format and Evaluation

We use the standard pipeline for evaluating object detections, semantic 
segmentations and instance segmentation networks improved on from 

Pascal VOC in the MS COCO dataset challenge.



Evaluation Error Analysis

We utilise the ‘Diagnose Error in 
Object Detectors’ approach analysis 

by Derek Hoiem. 

False positive analysis clearly 
showing the error introduced from 

localisation failures and mis-
classification intra and inter-class 

and background.



Quick Summary of Datasets by 
other members in L-CAS



Simulated Berries
(Nikolaus Wagner nwagner@lincoln.ac.uk)

Annotated renders of simulated strawberries
Auto-annotated from Gazebo simulation

Contains:
RGB- & registered depth-images

Full image (per-object) segmentation masks
Per-object bounding boxes

Per-object orientation annotation (rel. to camera)
Per-object COCO-segmentation annotation

Unique object IDs used in annotations

Generated for training orientation estimator
→ expandable on demand

Standard COCO format with extra fields for depth- & segmentation-maps and 
orientation

Use case: Trying out algorithms where real data is not available / hard to collect

RGB image with corresponding segmentation map

mailto:nwagner@lincoln.ac.uk


Synthetic Data, Real World
Justin Le Louedec (jlelouedec@lincoln.ac.uk)

High quality strawberries replacing captured 
one in point clouds

Thousands of examples (minimum as much 
as data collected)

Segmentation, orientation, better shape 
information

~100 good quality strawberries, but need to 
process them manually

Based from Riseholme 2018 data.

mailto:jlelouedec@lincoln.ac.uk


Synthetic Data, Simulation
Justin Le Louedec (jlelouedec@lincoln.ac.uk)

Limited data used for evaluation of state of 
the art algorithms

Semantic segmentation, and instance 
segmentation, various  shape quality

Different sensors
Way more available but not annotated

mailto:jlelouedec@lincoln.ac.uk


Cool Papers (Interesting Research)
2020



Neural Ordinary Differential Equations

TLDR: “Infinite layer residual networks with vector fields instead of finite 
number of discrete transformations”


